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ABSTRACT

Grace is a new object-oriented education programming language that we are designing. One of the Grace implementa-
tions, Hopper, is an interpreter that runs on top of JavaScript. Gibber is series of libraries that support real-time audio
processing, and also a simple livecoding interactive development environment, also on top of JavaScript. In this demon-
stration, we will present Gribber, a web-based IDE that incorporates the Hopper interpreter into the Gibber IDE, and so
gives Grace live access to the Gibber audio libraries. Because of Hopper’s continuation-passing design, Gribber programs
can appear multi-threaded, apparently running one or more loops in parallel, each pseudo-thread generating sound and
graphics in simultaneously. We will demonstrate how Gribber can be used for BALSA-style algorithm animation, and
Sorting Out Sorting style algorithm races.

1. Introduction to Grace

We are engaged in the design of Grace, a new object-oriented open source programming language aimed at instructors
and students in introductory programming courses (Black et al. 2012; Black et al. 2013; Homer et al. 2014). Grace aims to
include features that have been found useful in soware practice, while allowing multiple different teaching approaches
without requiring that concepts be introduced to students before they are ready.

While many aspects of Grace’s design will be familiar to most object-oriented programmers — we hope Grace’s syntax,
declarations, control structures, andmethod semantics appear relatively conventional — there are some aspects of Grace’s
design that are unique. In particular, Grace tries to separate the concepts of object, class, and type. In Grace, objects can
be created without classes (like JavaScript or Sel), or with classes (like most other object-oriented languages). Classes
in turn can be built by hand out of objects (like Emerald, if anyone’s counting). Grace types are optional (gradual): types
in Grace programs may be le out all together (like Python or JavaScript), always included (like Java or C♯), or used in
some mixture (like Dart or Dylan).

To give the flavour of the language, we show the Grace code for an imperative Insertion Sort, as may be found in many
introductory programming course sequences. Hopefully this example is comprehensible to readers from a wide range of
programming backgrounds:

method insertionSort(array) {

var i := 2

while {i <= array.size} do {

var j := i

while {(j > 2) && (array.at(j-1) > array.at(j))} do {

array.swap(j) and(j-1)

j := j - 1

}

i := i + 1

}

print "done insertion"

}

e first Grace implementation, Minigrace (Homer 2014) was a self-hosted prototype compiler to C and JavaScript. More
recently, Jones has built Hopper (Jones 2015), a continuation-passing style interpreter wrien in JavaScript.
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2. Livecoding in Grace

As well as being artistically and philosophically interesting in its own right (Blackwell et al. 2014), livecoding promises
to increase engagement and learning in Computer Science pedagogy — indeed pedagogy has motivated much of the
early work in live programming of many kinds (Papert 1980; Goldberg and Robson 1983). More recently, projects such
as SonicPi (Aaron 2015), for example, use livecoding both to increase student engagement in programming, and also to
support learning; indeed there is some evidence that livecoding can increase both engagement and learning even when
it replaces static slide shows of the same content (Rubin 2013).

Unfortunately, our existing first Grace programming environment prototypes did not support livecoding. While Mini-
grace could self-host in JavaScript in a browser, it ran only in batchmode: code could not be modified on the fly, and loops
(e.g. sort methods) would lock up the browser until they completed (Homer 2014). is is a problem for introductory
programming courses where sorting is a common topic.

3. Grace in Gibber

We were able to solve these problems by combining our second-generation Hopper interpreter (Jones 2015) with the
Gibber livecoding environment (Roberts and Kuchera-Morin 2012; Roberts et al. 2014). Gibber provides powerful audio
and video libraries, and an IDE particularly suited to livecoding that can be easily extended to support different languages.
JavaScript livecoding in Gibber unfortunately suffers from the problem that loops in programs will effectively delay the
browser until they complete — this is a problem of JavaScript’s single-threaded event-based programming model: each
event must run to completion before the next event can begin execution. For e.g. livecoding and visualising a sorting
algorithm, we need to visualise each interesting event in the algorithm as it happens, rather that just flick from an
unsorted to a sorted array in a single time step.

e Hopper interpreter solves this problem by running Grace programs in a continuation-passing style. Each Grace
subexpression (method request in Grace terminology) is executed one step, and then control is returned to the main
loop, with the next step reified as a continuation (Abelson and Sussman 1985). Aer a timeout to allow other events,
browser (or Gibber tasks), or indeed other Grace expressions to run, the delayed continuation will be picked up, again
executed one step, again reified as a continuation and control yielded again. e effect is quite similar to SonicPi’s use
of Ruby’s threading (Aaron and Blackwell 2014) except implemented solely in an interpreter wrien in JavaScript: the
continuation passing and time slicing is not visible to the Grace programs. is allows Gribber to support BALSA-style
algorithm animation (Brown 1988; Brown and Hershberger 1991), and Sorting Out Sorting style algorithm races (Baecker
and Sherman 1981), which cannot be supported in Gibber in naked JavaScript. Figure 1 shows a Grace insertion sort
running under Gribber in the Gibber IDE.

4. Conclusion

We have combined the Grace Hopper interpreter with the Gibber livecoding environment to produce Gribber — a live-
coding environment for the Grace educational programming language. We hope Gribber will help communicate the
advantages of livecoding to the educational programming languages community, and the advantages of a clean educa-
tional programming language design to the livecoding community.
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